
Risk disclaimer

Trading and investing in the Foreign Exchange Market or any other similar financial market is not
intended for everyone. It is extremely difficult to become successful and generate financial profit by
investing in these markets, there is a reason over 90% of traders fail.
The Foreign Exchange Market in particular carries extreme levels of risk because of its
margin/leverage and speculative oriented foundation.

Trading with margin and leverage offers great potential rewards at the unfortunate cost of
exceptionally high risks compared to other financial markets.
With very minor changes in price rates as well as during high traffic periods you can lose your initial
deposit and more within less than a second.

You NEED to be very well educated, aware of and more so understand all of the risks that are
involved with trading before you ever should consider depositing any amount of money into a trading
account and start opening live trading position(s).
All actions that you take need to be well considered and analysed, this includes but is not only limited
to you opening live trading positions. When learning about trading in the Foreign Exchange Market
you should also carefully consider and analyse the accuracy of any and all educational information
and content. Yes, this also accounts for www.awalago.com,

NEVER INVEST ANY AMOUNT OF MONEY WHICH YOU CAN NOT AFFORD TO LOSE

Speculative trading carries a lot of high risk factors from various other direct and indirect sources too,
including but not limited to: Poor password and account management, scams, frauds, poor electrical
equipment, loss of connection, bad network connectivity, brokerages (especially if non regulatory),
hackers and many more of these variables.
Awalago is never to be held liable or responsible for any losses and damages that are caused by
these factors, neither will Awalago be liable or responsible by damages or losses caused from inability
to access www.awalago.com at any time.

There are many brokerages which are non regulatory and yield absolutely no safety for your deposits,
profits and general digital safety. Make sure to apply very extensive research before registering with a
particular broker. You NEED to be careful and aware of all risks involved with both regulatory and non
regulatory brokerages.

Never give ANYONE or any THIRD PARTY access to your personal trading accounts and profiles. By
lending out your account details and access you are risking the very high probability of them making
poor financial decisions.

All content and information provided by Awalago on www.awalago.com is strictly intended for
educational and enterainment purposes only.

By no means does Awalago ever intend to instruct or advise you to invest in a certain way, into any
currency pair(s) or advise you to hold any trading position according to any trading strategy or
approach.

All opinions, thoughts and other general information provided by Awalago on www.awalago.com
should be seen and taken as general market commentary and in no way at all relates to any form of
financial advice.
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Awalago is not liable or responsible for any losses made, including loss off initial investment/profit but
not limited to solely financial damage. Trading can inflict much more harm than just in a financial
sense. Losing trades and money, having recurring setbacks, making mistakes in analysis or even a
simple miss-click can cause a bad mental state or in some cases depression for you as a trader.
There are many more variables that should be taken into account when it comes to ensuring your own
well being. We strictly advise that you do not actively participate in the Foreign Exchange Market
when in a destructive/depressive mood or under the influence of any substance, including but not
limited to alcohol and drugs. You and only you are responsible for your physical and mental well
being. Taking a break from trading every now and then is generally never a bad idea.
All traders have a very different level of mental strength, a lot of mistakes are caused by sudden panic
when the market turns against you. This panic may result in a lot of bad decisions taken, including but
not limited to taking out all of your money invested with a significant loss to not risk losing more.

You are at all times responsible for making well considered decisions. You are also responsible for the
analysis and interpretation of a chart, theory, pattern, price, indicator, comment, or anything else
relating to future price predictions. You need to at all times be aware of the risks involved. The Foreign
Exchange Market revolves around speculative investing, in no way can any guarantees ever be linked
to chart patterns, indicators, financial instruments, opinions, signals, theories and any other assisting
systems or variables.

Any and all recommendations, comments, opinions and implications mentioned on www.awalago.com
should always be taken into careful consideration and are never to be seen as financial advice and
hold no guarantees for any success or potential profit. All things mentioned on www.awalago.com
are to be taken as general market commentary. You are at all times responsible to conduct sound
research before attempting the use of any and all information provided on www.awalago.com. Any
instructions regarding you to try out any specific pattern, indicator, approach, theory, or other
recommendation should solely be attempted on a demo/simulator account with the elimination
of real financial risk and money that may be lost. You and only you are responsible and should
carefully consider making the decision to go from a demo/simulator account to a real/live account and
put your money at risk.

All information provided on www.awalago.com has the sole purpose for education. We wish to offer
you a starting foundation where you learn as much as possible within a relatively short amount of
time, to give you a kick start. Awalago does not support or believe by any means that trading therefore
is a get rich quick scheme, it involves an immeasurable amount of hard work, pain, setbacks, anxiety
and/or mental issues to make it. You and only you are responsible for creating a good understanding
of the Foreign Exchange Market and becoming aware of all the risks that are involved with trading in
the Foreign Exchange Market or other similar financial markets.

DO NOT RISK MONEY WHICH YOU CAN NOT AFFORD TO LOSE

Awalago has taken very extensive measures to provide correct, accurate, custom, up-to-date and well
written content and information. This does not mean we warrant a certain level of accuracy.
Any and all content on www.awalago.com is subject to the possibility of overlooked errors and typo’s.
All content and information on www.awalago.com is subject to change without any form of prior notice.
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www.awalago.com and all of its provided content and information is intended only to a person of
which that person is residing in a region, country or state where general and educational information
regarding the Foreign Exchange Market, and more specifically, the participation in the Foreign
exchange market and similar financial markets is regulatory and held entirely legal by local law.
It is at all times your own responsibility to comply with your local laws and to use www.awalago.com
according to the corresponding local regulations. You are also held entirely responsible to be well
informed and comply with any  changes made in your locally held laws and regulations. You need to
regularly check for these changes.

All content and information provided on www.awalago.com is strictly directed to users of the age of 13
or above. Many regions and countries are accounted for by extremely strict laws and regulations
regarding the participation in the Foreign Exchange Market or similar financial markets, of which many
of these laws are based on age.
It is your own responsibility to act entirely according to your local laws and regulations.

By registering on www.awalago.com or purchasing any product or service you are held entirely
responsible and accountable for the correct delivery of personal data and information.
This includes, but is not limited to, your full name, date of birth, contact details and residency.

If any information provided is unclear to you or if there are any doubts regarding the laws, regulations
and other general information provided on the Foreign Exchange Market or similar financial markets,
seek advice from an independent financial advisor.
We do not in any way recommend using a form of technical analysis.
Historic and recurring events such as specific chart patterns, indicators or other financial tools will
never guarantee you success for future trading opportunities.

The Foreign Exchange Market revolves heavily around speculative trading. This form of trading and
analysis offers very appealing potential advantages and rewards in comparison to many other
financial and tradable markets.
THIS IS AT THE COST OF EXCEPTIONALLY LARGE AMOUNTS OF RISK.

All terms and comments mentioned by Awalago regarding potential risk, losses and or profit are
entirely speculative. All traders are different and with that also comes largely differentiating results.
By no means whatsoever does Awalago ever guarantee and warrant that you are or are expected to
be amongst the group of either profitable or losing traders.

YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR DECIDING IF TRADING IS SUITABLE FOR YOU.
FOR MANY PEOPLE IT UNFORTUNATELY IS NOT!

All information provided on www.awalago.com is never to be taken as financial advice.
Awalago does not encourage or wish to invite you to start trading and participating in the Foreign
Exchange Market or any other financial and tradable market of similarity.

FOR ANY DOUBTS OR QUESTIONS REGARDING THE ABOVE MENTIONED INFORMATION OR
OTHER GENERAL INFORMATION REGARDING THE FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET SEEK
HELP FROM AN INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVISOR

For any and all content related questions contact us at contact@awalago.com
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